This is the most significant study of the Wesleyan doctrine of original sin fro1n a feminist perspective. Leclerc recovers a "hamartiological alternative" (original sin as "relational idolatry") first of all from the ''misogynistic rhetoric" of Jerome and Chrysostom, and thus demonstrates a "contemporaneous histoiical alternative" to Augustinian hamart1ology. Through devotion to God in virginity (and denying their subjectivity as women), women could occupy a space that would approximate their identity in "original creation," and permit them "transcendence of subordinated domestic stocial roles." However, the Christian tradition after Augustine adopted his characterization of original sin as pride, a definition that "tends to cement women to such traditional roles by demanding a 'virtuous,' passive humility and a willing submission to present God-ordained social stratification." Through John Wesley's "misogynistic rhetoric" Leclerc highlights the intimate and 'meddling' correspondence Wesley carried out with 'his' women. Wesley counseled a number of women to remain single, a state in which these women could become fully devoted to God. By examining Wesley's relationships with women through his letters and Journal, Leclerc develops a more precise understanding of his hamartiology than has been accomplished by relying solely on his The Doctrine Of Original Sin. Consequently, she demonstrates that one aspect of Wesley's hamartiology is non-Augustinian, an aspect that opened up space for women to transcend restrictive, traditional domestic roles.
The climax of Leclerc's study is her chapter on Phoebe Palmer, whom she characterizes as a theologian who "creatively molded Wesley's doctrine of sin" as "relational idolatry" in such a manner as to allow women to be entirely devoted to God. However, rather than adopt the 'de-gendered' theory of subjectivity populated by Jerome, Chrysoston1 and Wesley, Palmer "'re-gendered' Wesley's theory of subjectivity'' and thus empowered women to be ''entirely devoted to God" without repudiating their identities as women. Women like Palmer could resolve the issue of "relational idolatry" while remaining married, yet transcend the restrictive boundaries of traditional female roles and thus recover their 'voice' to speak for God.
This signals Leclerc's real agenda-· her concern for won1en whose devotion to God has been accompanied by a call to preach, and who have been silenced by traditional (Augustinian) ha1nartiological restrictions on won1en's subjectivity. For this reason, Methodist won1en-especially those in ininistry roles (ordained or lay)-will find their 'voice' strengthened by
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Singleness of Heart. Academic readers may question the validity of her "conjunctive theological reflection" and wonder whether her argument is overdrawn. Others will struggle with the carefully nuanced discussions and te1minology. But the majority will applaud Leclerc's landmark study as a substantial contribution to a Wesleyan-feminist theology. In fact, readers across a wide spectrum of theological traditions-especially wmnen clergy-will find this book an enlightening and empowering resource. BARRY "I felt my heart strangely warmed." Even casual observers of Methodist history have read that line numerous times, as John Wesley described his experience at a Society meeting onAldersgate Street on May 24, 1738. Little could Wesley have known that his journal entry for that date would still attract attention nearly three centuries later. Indeed, "heart religion,'' experiential faith, was not original with Wesley, but the Methodist movement gave popular expression and force to warm-hearted faith that earlier traditions were unable to do. It is this lasting legacy that is examined by Richard B. Steele and the other contributors in "l-Ieart Religion" in the Methodist Tradition and Related Movements.
The work,. arranged in two parts, examines Wesley's concept of heart religion as it developed both in Methodism and in associated movements within the tradition. Randy Maddox outlines the dynamics of moral philosophy in Wesley's day, and shows how Wesley's concept of heart religion developed throughout his life. Thomas Albin elaborates the ways that early British Methodist structures and practices encouraged warm-hearted faith among members. Turning to American Methodism, J. Steven O' Malley highlights how experiential faith found a ready audience in German immigrants, while L. Henry Whelchel, Jr. does the same for the African American Methodist tradition. The holiness tradition is the focus of the contribution of A.Gregory Schneider, and Diane Leclerc focuses on heart religion among American Methodist Women. While essays from an Asian and Latin American pei·spective would round out this historical section, both the breadth and depth of the ground covered are commendable.
Steele's focus shifts to a conte1nporary assessment of the status of heart religion in Methodism today. This section proves to be both descriptive and prescriptive. Gregory S. Clapper describes how heart religion can be molded from both the pulpit and the counseling room. Les Steele reminds the reader that even Wesley spoke of the development of godly affections, and that the church should be in the business of nurturing heart religion. The biblical and Wesleyan views of "passion'' are examined by the editor, and Henry H. Knight III connects both faith and the means of grace as vitally important to the development of warm-hearted faith. Theodore Runyon's essay on right expe1ience ( orthopathy) concludes the work. Together, these essays will encourage the reader who may feel that "heart religion'' has been neglected by the contemporary church.
"Heart Religion" is a welcome addition to the field of Methodist studies. It describes the history of expeliential faith in Methodism as based neither in mystical subjectivism nor as a subject to be relegated to the annals of history. Rather, it helps the reader to understand one of th,e enduling strengths of the Methodist movement: the reality of heart religion that is Ii ved out in both love for God and love for people.
